
e-GGRT Tutorial: 

Registering as a Designated 

Representative (DR), Alternate 

Designated Representative 

(ADR), or Agent
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This information is provided by EPA solely for 

informational purposes.  It does not provide legal 

advice, have legally binding effect, or expressly 

or implicitly create, expand, or limit any legal 

rights, obligations, responsibilities, expectations, 

or benefits in regard to any person.



Audience

• This tutorial applies to you if you will be a DR, 
ADR or Agent for a facility or supplier that is 
subject to the Mandatory Greenhouse Gas 
Reporting Rule.

• In the Facility Setup tutorial, we showed you 
how to use e-GGRT to appoint these 
individuals. In this tutorial, we will demonstrate 
how these individuals accept these 
appointments.
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Part 1. Accepting a DR/ADR Appointment

Part 2. Accepting an Agent Appointment

Part 3. Approving an Agent Appointment
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In Part 1 of this tutorial, we will explain how to accept 

an appointment to become a DR or an ADR. We will 

demonstrate the process used by a DR, but the 

process used by an ADR is essentially the same.



Before e-GGRT sends 

out an invitation, you or 

someone else must 

register your facility or 

supplier in e-GGRT 

and identify you as the 

DR by providing your 

name, phone number, 

and email address. 

After EPA has 

reviewed this 

information, e-GGRT 

will send you an email 

invitation containing an 

invitation code. 
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e-GGRT Login Page

To access the e-GGRT login page, 

use your web browser to go to:

https://ghgreporting.epa.gov
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Please enter your e-

GGRT user id and 

password and click 

LOGIN.  

If you do not have an 

e-GGRT user id and 

password, you will 

need to register with e-

GGRT first. Please 

refer to the e-GGRT 

User Registration 

Tutorial for more 

information.



After you log into e-

GGRT, copy the 

Invitation Code from 

the email invitation you 

received into the box 

on the home page 

titled “ACCEPT AN 

INVITATION” and click 

GO.
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Use this page to 

accept your 

appointment as DR.

On this page e-GGRT 

will also display the 

ADR who was 

identified during facility 

registration. You can 

confirm this 

appointment or identify 

someone else to serve 

in this role.  

Click NEXT to 

continue. 
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Next, e-GGRT displays 

the Certificate of 

Representation for 

your facility or supplier.

Please review the 

information on this 

page to make sure it is 

accurate.

If you want to change 

the name of the ADR, 

click BACK to make 

the change.

If you would like to edit 

facility information 

before signing, click 

the link that says "Edit 

Facility Information".
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Here you can edit the 

information about your 

facility or supplier and 

provide names of 

owners and operators.  

You can also change 

this information later if 

needed.

When you are finished, 

click SAVE to continue.
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Please read carefully each statement 

in the Certificate of Representation 

before signing.

To sign, please enter your e-GGRT 

password and click Submit. 

Next, e-GGRT will display one of the 

five challenge questions associated 

with your user account.  To complete 

the signature you must correctly 

answer the challenge question and 

click "Submit" .

If you have completed and submitted 

the Certificate of Representation in 

this step as the ADR and not the DR, 

please note that the Certificate of 

Representation will not be 

considered complete until it has been 

signed and submitted by the 

Designated Representative.  A 

complete, signed and submitted 

Certificate of Representation must be 

electronically submitted to EPA at 

least 60 days before the reporting 

deadline. 11



Next, e-GGRT will 

provide a list of 

potential Agents that 

were identified during 

facility registration.

To select an Agent for 

approval, click the 

checkbox next to the 

Agent’s name and click 

NEXT.

If no Agents have been 

identified yet, you can 

add an Agent now. You 

may also add agents 

later.

If you wish to add an 

Agent, click the link 

labeled “Add an 

Agent”. 
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Enter the Agent’s 

name, phone number 

and email address, 

and then click SAVE.

E-GGRT will send this 

information to EPA for 

approval, then notify 

each Agent. After the 

Agent accepts, the DR 

signs a Notice of 

Delegation to complete 

the process.

Once you are finished 

adding Agents, click 

NEXT.
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Now that you have 

signed and submitted a 

Certificate of 

Representation to 

become the DR for 

your facility, e-GGRT 

will allow you to 

prepare and submit 

greenhouse gas  

reports for the facility.

If you wish, you may 

print a copy of this 

page for your records.
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Part 1. Accepting a DR/ADR Appointment

Part 2. Accepting an Agent Appointment

Part 3. Approving an Agent Appointment
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In Part 2 of this tutorial, we will 

show you how to accept the 

appointment to become an Agent 

for a facility.



After a DR or ADR 

appoints you as an 

Agent for a facility, EPA 

will review the  

appointment. After EPA 

approves the 

appointment, e-GGRT 

will send you an email 

invitation containing an 

invitation code. 
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You will need a valid e-

GGRT user id and 

password to accept the 

invitation.  If you do not 

have one you must 

register with e-GGRT 

first.  

After you log into e-

GGRT, copy the 

Invitation Code into the 

box on the home page 

titled “ACCEPT AN 

INVITATION” and click 

GO.
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Here you can accept 

the invitation, then click 

NEXT to continue.
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Now that you have accepted your invitation to be an Agent, you can access facility data stored 

in e-GGRT.  However, you will not be able to submit and sign on behalf of the DR until he or 

she signs a Notice of Delegation

If you wish, you may print a copy of this screen for your records.
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Part 1. Accepting a DR/ADR Appointment

Part 2. Accepting an Agent Appointment

Part 3. Approving an Agent Appointment
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In Part 3 of this tutorial, we 

will explain how to approve 

an Agent appointment.



After the Agent 

accepts the invitation, 

e-GGRT sends the DR 

or ADR an email 

notification that the 

Notice of Delegation is 

ready for signature. 

To sign the Notice of 

Delegation, log into e-

GGRT and click the 

link labeled "Sign 

Notice of Delegation" 

that appears on your 

home page.
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Review this information to 

make sure it is correct.

Before signing, please be 

aware that once you give 

an Agent access to your 

facility data in e-GGRT, 

the Agent can see all data 

for that facility including 

Confidential Business 

Information or CBI.

To sign the Notice of 

Delegation, you must 

enter your password and 

click Submit.  

Please insert WARNING 

language here (before “To 

sign”  about Agent having 

the same power to see 

CBI as other 

representatives.
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Next, e-GGRT will 

display one of the five 

challenge questions 

associated with your 

user account.  To 

complete the signature 

you must correctly 

answer the challenge 

question and click 

"Submit".
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Now that you have signed the Notice of Delegation for the Agent, that individual will be able to 

submit and sign annual emission reports for your facility once those features are implemented 

in e-GGRT, which is planned in early 2011.

If you wish, you may print a copy of this screen for your records.
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Conclusion
• Key Points

– Before a DR, ADR or Agent can view facility data, he/she must 
accept his/her invitation.

– Before a DR or ADR can submit an emissions report, he or she must 
sign a Certificate of Representation for the facility.

– Before an Agent to submit a facility report, the DR or ADR must sign 
a Notice of Delegation.

• Questions? Contact the e-GGRT Help Desk

– GHGreporting@epa.gov 

– 1-877-444-1188
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